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  1. The Ground Gives Way  

  I F YOU went too near the edge of the chalk 

pit the ground would give way. Barney had 

been told this often enough. Everybody had 

told him. His grandmother, every time he 

came to stay with her. His sister, every time 

she wasn’t telling him something else. Barney 

had a feeling, somewhere in his middle, that it 

was probably true about the ground giving 

way. But still, there was a difference between 

being told and seeing it happen. And today 

was one of those grey days when there was 
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nothing to do, nothing to play, and nowhere 

to go. Except to the chalk pit. The dump. 

 Barney got through the rickety fence and 

went to the edge of the pit. This had been the 

side of a hill once, he told himself. Men had 

come to dig away chalk and left this huge hole 

in the earth. He thought of all the sticks of 

chalk they must have made, and all the 

blackboards in all the schools they must have 

written on. They must have dug and dug for 

hundreds of years. And then they got tired of 

digging, or somebody had told them to stop 

before they dug away all the hill. And now 

they did not know what to do with this empty 

hole and they were trying to fi ll it up again. 

Anything people didn’t want they threw into 

the bottom of the pit. 

 He crawled through the rough grass and 

peered over. The sides of the pit were white 

chalk, with lines of fl ints poking out like bones 

in places. At the top was crumbly brown earth 

and the roots of the trees that grew on the 
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edge. The roots looped over the edge, twined 

in the air and grew back into the earth. Some 

of the trees hung over the edge, holding on 

desperately by a few roots. The earth and 

chalk had fallen away beneath them, and one 

day they too would fall to the bottom of the 

pit. Strings of ivy and the creeper called Old 

Man’s Beard hung in the air. 

 Far below was the bottom of the pit. The 

dump. Barney could see strange bits of 

wreckage among the moss and elder bushes 

and nettles. Was that the steering wheel of a 

ship? The tail of an aeroplane? At least there 

was a real bicycle. Barney felt sure he could 

make it go if only he could get at it. They 

didn’t let him have a bicycle. 

 Barney wished he was at the bottom of 

the pit. 

 And the ground gave way. 

 Barney felt his head going down and his 

feet going up. There was a rattle of falling 

earth beneath him. Then he was falling, still 
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clutching the clump of grass that was falling 

with him. 

 This is what it’s like when the ground gives 

way, thought Barney. Then he seemed to turn 

a complete somersault in the air, bumped into 

a ledge of chalk halfway down, crashed 

through some creepers and ivy and branches, 

and landed on a bank of moss. 

 His thoughts did those funny things they 

do when you bump your head and you 

suddenly fi nd yourself thinking about what 

you had for dinner last Tuesday, all mixed up 

with seven times six. Barney lay with his eyes 

shut, waiting for his thoughts to stop being 

mixed up. Then he opened them. 

 He was lying in a kind of shelter. Looking 

up he could see a roof, or part of a roof, made 

of elder branches, a very rotten old carpet, 

and rusty old sheets of iron. There was a big 

hole, through which he must have fallen. He 

could see the white walls of the cliff, the trees 
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and creepers at the top, and the sky with 

clouds passing over it. 

 Barney decided he wasn’t dead. He didn’t 

even seem to be very much hurt. He turned 

his head and looked around him. It was dark 

in this den after looking at the white chalk, 

and he couldn’t see what sort of a place it was. 

It seemed to be partly a cave dug into the 

chalk, partly a shelter built out over the mouth 

of the cave. There was a cool, damp smell. 

Woodlice and earwigs dropped from the roof 

where he had broken through it. 

 But what had happened to his legs? He 

couldn’t sit up when he tried to. His legs 

wouldn’t move. Perhaps I’ve broken them, 

Barney thought. What shall I do then? He 

looked at his legs to see if they were all right, 

and found they were all tangled up with 

creeper from the face of the cliff. Who tied me 

up? thought Barney. He kicked his legs to try 

to get them free, but it was no use, there were 
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yards of creeper trailing down from the cliff. I 

suppose I got tangled up when I fell, he 

thought. Expect I would have broken my neck 

if I hadn’t. 

 He lay quiet and looked around the cave 

again. Now that his eyes were used to it he 

could see further into the dark part of the cave. 

 There was somebody there! 

 Or Something! 

 Something, or Somebody, had a lot of shaggy 

black hair and two bright black eyes that were 

looking very hard at Barney. 

 ‘Hallo!’ said Barney. 

 Something said nothing. 

 ‘I fell down the cliff,’ said Barney. 

 Somebody grunted. 

 ‘My name’s Barney.’ 

  Somebody- Something made a noise that 

sounded like ‘Stig’. 

 ‘D’you think you could help me undo my 

feet, Mr Stig?’ asked Barney politely. ‘I’ve got 
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a  pocket- knife,’ he added, remembering that 

he had in his pocket a knife he’d found 

among  the  wood- shavings on the fl oor of 

Grandfather’s workshop. It was quite a good 

knife except that one blade had come off and 

the other one was broken in half and rather 

blunt. 

 Good thing I put it in my pocket, he thought. 

He wriggled so he could reach the knife, and 

managed to open the rusty  half- blade. He 

tried to reach the creepers round his legs, but 

found it was diffi cult to cut creepers with a 

blunt knife when your feet are tied above your 

head. 

 The Thing sitting in the corner seemed to 

be interested. It got up and moved towards 

Barney into the light. Barney was glad to see 

it was Somebody after all. Funny way to dress 

though, he thought,  rabbit- skins round the 

middle and no shoes or socks. 

 ‘Oh puff!’ said Barney, ‘I can’t reach my 

feet. You do it, Stig!’ 
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 He handed the knife to Stig. 

 Stig turned it over and felt it with his strong 

hairy hands, and tested the edge with a thumb. 

Then instead of trying to cut the creepers he 

squatted down on the ground and picked up 

a broken stone. 

 He’s going to sharpen the knife, thought 

Barney. 

 But no, it seemed more as if he was 

sharpening the stone. Using the hard knife to 

chip with, Stig was carefully fl aking tiny 

splinters off the edge of the fl int, until he had 

a thin sharp blade. Then he sprang up, and 

with two or three slashes cut through the 

creeper that tied Barney’s feet. 

 Barney sat up. ‘Golly!’ he said. ‘You  are  

clever! I bet my Grandad couldn’t do that, 

and he’s  very  good at making things.’ 

 Stig grinned. Then he went to the back of 

the cave and hid the broken knife under a pile 

of rubbish. 
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 ‘My knife!’ protested Barney. But Stig took 

no notice. Barney got up and went into the 

dark part of the cave. 

 He’d never seen anything like the collection 

of bits and pieces, odds and ends,  bric- à- brac 

and old brock, that this Stig creature had lying 

about his den. There were stones and bones, 

fossils and bottles, skins and tins, stacks of 

sticks and hanks of string. There were  motor- 

car tyres and hats from old scarecrows, nuts 

and bolts and bobbles from brass bedsteads. 

There was a coal scuttle full of dead electric 

light bulbs and a basin with rusty screws and 

nails in it. There was a pile of bracken and 

newspapers that looked as if it were used for 

a bed. The place looked as if it had never been 

given a  tidy- up. 

 ‘I wish I lived here,’ said Barney. 

 Stig seemed to understand that Barney was 

approving of his home and his face lit up. He 

took on the air of a householder showing a 
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visitor round his property, and began pointing 

out some of the things he seemed particularly 

proud of. 

 First, the plumbing. Where the water 

dripped through a crack in the roof of the 

cave he had wedged the  mud- guard of a 

bicycle. The water ran along this, through the 

tube of a vacuum cleaner, and into a big can 

with writing on it. By the side of this was a 

plastic football carefully cut in half, and Stig 

dipped up some water and offered it to Barney. 

Barney had swallowed a mouthful before he 

made out the writing on the can: it said 

 weedkiller . However, the water only tasted 

of rust and rubber. 

 It was dark in the back of the cave. Stig 

went to the front where the ashes of a fi re 

were smoking faintly, blew on them, picked 

up a book that lay beside his bed, tore out a 

page and rolled it up, lit it at the fi re, and 

carried it to a lamp set in a niche in the wall. 

As it fl ared up Barney could see it was in fact 
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an old teapot, fi lled with some kind of oil, and 

with a bootlace hanging out of it for a wick.       

 In the light of the lamp Stig went to the very 

back of the cave and began to thump the 

wall and point, and explain something in his 

strange grunting language. Barney did not 

understand a word but he recognized the tone 

of voice –  like when  grown- ups go on about: 

‘I’m thinking of tearing this down, and 

building on here, and having this done up . . .’ 

Stig had been digging into the wall, enlarging 
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his cave. There was a bit of an old bed he had 

been using as a pick, and a baby’s bath full of 

loose chalk to be carried away. 

 Barney made the interested sort of noises 

you are supposed to make when people tell 

you they are going to put up plastic wallpaper 

with pictures of mousetraps on it, but Stig 

reached up to a bunch of turnips hanging from 

a poker stuck in the wall. He handed Barney a 

turnip, took one for himself, and began to eat 

it. Barney sat down on a bundle of old 

magazines done up with string and munched 

the turnip. The turnip at least was fresh, and it 

tasted better to him than the cream of spinach 

he’d hidden under his spoon at dinner time. 

 Barney looked at Stig. Funny person to fi nd 

living next door to you, he thought. Stig did 

not seem much bigger than himself, but he 

looked very strong and his hands looked 

cleverer than his face. But how old was he? 

Ten? Twenty? A hundred? A thousand? 

 ‘You been here long?’ asked Barney. 
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 Stig grinned again. ‘Long,’ he said. ‘Long, 

long, long.’ But it sounded more like an echo, 

or a parrot copying somebody, than an answer 

to his question. 

 ‘I’m staying at my Grandmother’s house,’ 

said Barney. Stig just looked at him. Oh well, 

thought Barney, if he’s not interested in talking 

I don’t mind. He stood up. 

 ‘I better go now,’ he said. ‘Thank you for 

having me. Can I have my knife back, please?’ 

 Stig still looked blank. 

 ‘Knife,’ said Barney, and made cutting 

movements with his hand. Stig picked up the 

sharp worked fl int from the fl oor of the cave 

and gave it to Barney. 

 ‘Oo, can I have that?’ exclaimed Barney. 

‘Thank you!’ 

 He looked at the stone, hard and shiny, 

almost like a diamond and much more useful. 

Then he put it in his pocket, said  goodbye 

again, and went out of the low door of the 

shelter. 
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 It was getting late in the autumn evening, 

and it was already dark and gloomy in the pit. 

Barney knew there was a way out right at the 

other end of the pit, and by going a long way 

round he could get back to the house. There 

were rustlings in dry leaves and muffl ed sounds 

from the middle of bramble patches, but 

somehow Barney found he didn’t mind. He felt 

the hard stone in his pocket and thought of 

Stig in his den under the cliff. You weren’t likely 

to fi nd anything stranger than Stig wherever 

you looked. And, well, Stig was his friend. 

 When he got back to the house his 

Grandmother and his sister Lou were just 

coming in from feeding the hens. 

 ‘Where have you been all the time?’ asked 

his Grandmother. 

 ‘I went to the chalk pit,’ said Barney. 

 ‘All by yourself!’ exclaimed Lou. 

 ‘Yes, of course,’ he said. 

 ‘What have you been doing?’ his 

Grandmother asked. 
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 ‘Well, I fell and bumped my head.’ 

 ‘Poor old Barney!’ said Lou, and laughed. 

 ‘But it was all right,’ Barney went on. 

‘Because I met Stig.’ 

 ‘Who’s Stig?’ they both asked together. 

 ‘He’s a sort of boy,’ replied Barney. ‘He just 

wears  rabbit- skins and lives in a cave. He gets 

his water through a vacuum cleaner and puts 

chalk in his bath. He’s my friend.’ 

 ‘Good gracious!’ exclaimed his Grandmother. 

‘What funny friends you have, dear!’ 

 ‘He means he’s been playing Cave Men,’ 

Lou exclaimed helpfully. ‘Stig’s just a  pretend- 

friend, isn’t he, Barney?’ 

 ‘No, he’s really true!’ Barney protested. 

 ‘Of course he’s true,’ his Grandmother 

smiled. ‘Now, Lou. Don’t tease Barney!’ 

 ‘Let’s pretend Stig’s a wicked wizard who 

lives in a cave and turns people into stone,’ 

Lou began eagerly. She was always inventing 

stories and games like that. 

 ‘No,’ said Barney quietly, feeling the 
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sharp fl int in his pocket. ‘Stig’s nice. He’s my 

friend.’ 

 That night he kept the fl int under his pillow, 

and thought of Stig out there in the pit sleeping 

on his bed of bracken and old newspapers. He 

wished he lived all the time at Granny’s house 

so that he could get to know Stig. He had to 

go back the day after tomorrow. Never mind, 

he’d visit Stig in the morning. 
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1924    Born on 24 April in Richmond, Surrey  

1930   Writes a story for a western film (but is not published) 

1933   Attends King’s School, Rochester 

1938   Articles for school magazine printed 

1941   Joins the Royal Navy Volunteer Reserve and  
 serves in World War Two 

1941   Studies at Downing College, Cambridge 

1942   Story for college magazine printed 

1948   Joins the British Council and is posted overseas 
 to a wide range of  countries 

1958   Hamid of Aleppo, story about the ancestor of  all Syrian 
 Golden Hamsters, is published by The Macmillan Co., 
 New York, and illustrated by Giovannetti  

1963   Stig of the Dump, his third book, is published 
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1966   The 22 Letters is published as the 250th Puffin Books title 

1973   Becomes a full-time writer 

1981   Stig of the Dump is adapted for television as a  
 mini-series on ITV 

2002   Stig of the Dump is again adapted for television,  
 this time for the BBC, and wins a BAFTA

inTEREsTing FACTs

Clive King’s favourite place in the world is at sea. He has attempted 
to learn ten different languages and his hobbies are carpentry and 
cooking. He spent his twenty-first birthday in the Arctic Circle, a week 
before the end of World War Two, and it remains his favourite memory. 
if he hadn’t been a writer, Clive says he would probably have become 
‘a boring professor’! 
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Edward Ardizzone was born in Southeast Asia in  
1900 and moved to England when he was five years old.  

Having worked as a clerk for a number of  years, he became 
a full-time artist aged twenty-seven and his first book,  

In a Glass Darkly, was published two years later. In 1940  
he was appointed Official War Artist and travelled to France 
to work with the British Expeditionary Force. After the war, 

his watercolours and drawings were exhibited all around 
the UK and he had many books published, including the 
popular Little Tim series. Edward Ardizzone moved to  

Kent in 1966 and lived there until his death in 1979.
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WHERE DiD THE  
sTORy COME FROM?

Clive King has travelled all over the world and his 
stories were inspired from the many places he has 

seen: ‘From Ash and Rochester in Kent; Rye in Sussex; 
Camden Town, London and Great Yarmouth, Norfolk 
to Aleppo, Syria; Beirut, Lebanon; Dhaka, Bangladesh; 
Madras (now Chennai), India. Each of  these places has 
inspired at least one book.’ Stig of the Dump is set in 

Kent, Clive King’s childhood home county.
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gU
Ess WHO?

Something, or Somebody, 
had a lot of  shaggy black hair 
and two bright black eyes . . .

A

But as one of  the  

crouching beasts turned its 

head to glare at the hunters by 

the gate, its eyes flashed 

green and alive in the  

moonlight.

B

As they went nearer they could see that he  
had white hair, very bright black eyes, and was dressed 

in some very silky fur, with necklaces and  
bangles of  animals’ teeth.

C

       AnsWERs:   A) Stig     B)  The leopard at the party     C)  The Chief
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            Lots of words
            have several different    
           meanings – here are a  
         few you’ll find in this  
            Puffin book. Use a     
    dictionary or look them
             up online to find
            other definitions.

WORDs 
glORiOUs 
WORDs!

an Old English name for a badger
brock

Old Man’s Beard 

a climbing plant 
with fragrant 
green and white 
fluffy flowers 

a ridge of  chalk hills in south-

east England that stretch from 

 Surrey to the White Cliffs of  

Dover in Kent

 

the North Downs

occurs between 21–24 June and represents the middle of  summer

Midsummer’s Day 

a period of  history, around 3 

million years ago, where people 

made basic tools from stone

Stone Age 
a collection of  
large stones 
believed to have 
been moved into 
place thousands 
of  years ago

Stonehenge
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Thinking
caps on –

let’s see how much you 
can remember! Answers 

are at the bottom of  
the opposite page. 

(No peeking!) 

QUiz

Who is Barney staying with when he first  
encounters Stig?

a) His uncle

b) His auntie

c)  His grandmother

d) His best friend

What animal escapes from Bottom’s Mammoth 
Circus and is later chased by Stig into a stable at  
Mrs Fawkham-Greene’s fancy-dress party?

a) A dog

b) A leopard

c) A bear

d) A stag

1

2
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What is the surname of the three boys Barney finds 
digging around the chalk pit?

a) Snickett

b) Marmoset

c) Snarget

d) Smith

What is the name of Barney’s grandmother’s 
spaniel?

a) Fido

b) Lady

c) Dinah 

d) Alf

What do Stig and Barney use to create a ‘window’ 
in Stig’s den?

a) Jam jars

b) Bin bags

c) Teaspoons

d) Wing mirrors

3

4

5

AnsWERs:  1) c      2) b      3) c      4) c      5) a

 ‘But i told you,’  said Barney. ‘stig’s always here. He’s my friend.’

BARnEy  
sAys:
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All  
ABOUT 

CAvEMEn
   Cavemen lived on Earth 

during the Stone Age.

Cavemen are sometimes called troglodytes. The term 
‘troglodyte’ is a Greek word that literally translates as 
‘someone who lives in a hole’.

Cavemen were short and stocky. They ate nuts, 
seeds and berries and hunted animals for meat and 
skins to keep themselves warm. 

Cavemen lived in small groups of  about 20–30 men, 
women and children. They were nomadic, which 
means that they moved from place to place, finding 
shelter in caves. Some tribes made shelters using  
animal skins and bones.

During the Stone Age cavemen used bone and stone 
to make tools such as hammer stones.

The average lifespan for a caveman was 35 years.

The first paintings were cave paintings. Cavemen 

decorated the cave walls with paint made from mud 

or charcoal mixed with spit or animal fat.
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   1963
     Fact Pack

in
THis yEAR

The Beatles release their 

debut album, Please Please Me.

The Great Train Robbery takes place.

John F. Kennedy, one of  the most popular 

Presidents of  the United States, is assassinated in Texas.

The first heart, lung and kidney transplants 

take place (not all on the same person!).

                What else was    
           happening in the     
      world when this Puffin   
     book was published?

Where the Wild Things Are by Maurice Sendak is published. 
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yOU Will nEED:
Fallen branches, twigs or bendy sticks, cardboard 
boxes, leaves, string, rope or wool

Plus extras like chairs, old bits of  fabric and 
paint to decorate your den and make it cosy!





Build  
your own 

den

MAKE
AnD
DO

1
Choose the type and structure of  your 
den: big or small, wood-based (made from 
chairs, tables, broom handles, poles, fallen 
branches) or made from cardboard boxes, 
or a mixture of  different materials. Look 
outside and in the house (ask your parents 
or guardians) for anything that you could 
use – be creative!
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Tips:

Use string, rope or old rags to tie your den 
structure together – remember you want a good 
sturdy frame.

2

3

4

Once you have a structure, it’s time to decorate. 
Colour or paint the cardboard boxes, both inside 
and out, or use old and colourful sheets, blankets 
or fabric, or weave twiggy branches between the 
bigger branches and add leaves – you decide!

Crawl in, invite some friends over and have  
lots of  fun!

Pick up branches off  the ground – don’t cut 
bits off  living trees. 

If  you can only find thin branches, tie them 
together to make them thicker and stronger. 
But steer clear of  big bits of  wood or 
anything too heavy!

To keep the rain out, use waterproof  material 
and lots of  leaves.

Remember, always take someone with you 
and let an adult know where you’re going.
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Stig of the Dump is set where Clive grew up in 

Ash, Kent, and where he spent his childhood building 

dens. The chalk pit where Clive imagined that Stig  

lived is now part of  a golf  course.

DiD
yOU

KnOW?

Stig of the Dump 
was rejected by twelve 
publishers before it was 

acquired by Puffin in 1963.

Clive comes from a family of  DIY fanatics and various 
homemade and improvized creations can be seen 

around his Norfolk home, just like in Stig’s cave. 
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pUFFin
WRiTing

Tip

Think about  
something that’s  

happened to you today – 
now write about it in  
a hundred words. 

Now try writing it in just 
eight words! 

Keep writing, even if  it’s only 
a diary of  things happening 
to you or things you notice.

Clive King’s top three tips to 
becoming a successful author:

1

2

3

Grab any opportunity to appear in print  
(or, I suppose, on screen).

Be kind to editors. They are doing their best!
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